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YORK 8LOCKS NEW GI-lSA PRESIDENTS' 

PLANS FOR DEPARTMENTAL VERSION OF 


'DATING IN TJ-fE DARK' 
Heeeeelllllllloooooooo History Department! This is 
Sara and Katie, your new Graduate History Student 
Association co-presidents. We want to welcome you 
to the new school year, but since we aren't into long, 
emotional speeches, full of well wishes and 
encouragement we most likely don't mean, we 
thought we would give you a quick and easy check list 
of the things that you can and can't expect from the 
2009/2010 year. (Any and all of these expectations are 
subject to our discretion, which is erratic and volatile) 

5 Things That You Cannot Expect this Year 

1.) A legal CUPE 3903 strike.* 
2.) A Canada's Wonderland season's pass for everyone 
(Although we will accept those as "thanks for being 
such wonderful presidents" gifts.) 
3.) A departmental version of "Dating in the Dark" to 
raise money for New Frontiers (We tried but that 
prickly York bureaucracy never wants anyone to have 
any fun.) 
4.) Anyone to show up to your New Frontiers 
presentation if you get the 10:00 am slot on Saturday 
morning (one of the many reasons to make good 
friends with the New Frontiers folk. We love you!!!!!!) 
5.) Your MA year to be as bad as Transformers 1/ (sorry 
friend who is a fan-you know who you are.) Your year 
will be long yet strangely quick paced, oft times 
confusing and convoluted, filled with big egos and 
you will want to demand your money back a few 
times, but there won't be any machines that change 
into cars or Megan Fox to ease the ride (Although that 
was a little known clause to our original strike 
demands.) 
* However we take no responsibility for the occurrence of wildcat strikes, 
a faculty strike. work-to-rule actions with no possibility of affecting 
change, and/or impromptu outbursts of "We Shall Overcome." 

6 Things You_Ca x~ 

1.) 	 The Document editors will be bothering you 
constantly for submissions. We love you Brian 
and Angela! 

2.) 	 At least once a month somebody with a 
blowhorn, looking suspiciously like our former 
fearless CUPE executive, in Vari Hall 
demanding that someone pay attention to 
them. 

3.) 	 In November some poor comps-bound 
colleague to lose their shit in the TA room. We 
recommend you spend as much time in or 
near this room so as not to miss the show. 

4.) The grey, 1980s book sale poster ridden, 
dungeon of a TA lunchroom to be remade into 
a grey, 1980s book sale poster ridden dungeon 
of a TA lunchroom WITH a brand new 
microwave. 

5.) 	At least one person, but probably more, to 
forget that IIReply" on the History listserve 
means that everyone is going to know that 
your banking information no longer works, 
you don't take your own notes in class, and 
you think your supervisor is an ass. 

6.) 	Lisa to save your life at least 100 times. 

So now that everyone knows what to expect just lay 
back and enjoy the ride. We hope you all have a great 
year and that you don't end the year saying IIMan did 
Sara and Katie fuck up the GHSA." 

Good Luck! 

SARA MUSCAT AND KATIE BAUSCH 
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DOCUMENT GETS EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEWS W ITH HISTORY 


DEPARTMENT CELEBRITIES 

A: Ihey can never ask too many questions 

While you've most likely all met Lisa by now, 
and inundated her with emails about the 
program, funding, and how to register, we 

bet you didn't know she loved sewing and 
kayaking. You may also have met Carolyn, 
the Graduate Progrom Director, but we bet 
you didn't know why she seems to be in pain 
on days when she wears red. You may know 
Daniela, the graduate program secretary, 
but only Document can tell you where to 
find her on her lunch break! Read these 
interviews for more personal information 
about the most important people in your life 
for the next year (for MAs), or the next 5-8 
years (for PhDs). 

LISA HOFFMANN, GRADUATE PROGRAM 

ASSISTANT. 

Q: What do you like to do most on your 

days off of work? 
A: Cottage (boating, skiing, swimming, 
kayaking, fishing, snowmobiling, 
entertaining) 

Q:What is your favourite television show? 

A: HOUSE 

Q: What is your favourite on-campus place 
to eat? 
A: Chinese 

Q: What should incoming students know 
about you? 

its why I'm here! 

Q: What's one thing most students 
probably don't know about you, that your 
friends outside of York do? A: I love to 
cook and organize HUGE dinner parties. 
When I'm not entertaining I love to design 
and build rooms/additions, sew clothes and 
costumes, and race around in my speed 
boat. 

Q: What do you like most about your job? 
A: Students 

Q: What part of your job annoys you the 
most? 
A: Commuting from Barrie 

Q: Describe your office space using only 7 

words: 
A: Organized (most of the time), Bright, 
Welcoming, Sweet (candy bow!), Well 
travelled (post cards), Informative 

Q: What is the strangest thing we are most 
likely to find you doing in your office if we 
drop in unexpectedly? A: Getting ready to 
go to the gym at lunch. 

DANIELA 01 NUNZIO, GRADUATE 

PROGRAM SECRETARY 
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Q: What do you like to do most on your 
days off of work? 
A: Relax and spend some time outdoors in 
nice weather (which we have had very little 
of lately) 

Q: What is your f avourite television show? 
A: Anything on the Food Network 

Q: What is your favourite on-campus place 
to eat? 

A: The Underground, it's usually pretty 
quiet and the food is good 

Q: What should incoming students know 
about you? A: I'm only here 3 days a week 

Q: What do you like most about your job? 
A: The people I work with and the new 
students I get to meet each year 

Q: Describe your office space using only 7 

words: 
A: Expecting to undergo a major change 
soon 

What is the strangest thing we are most 
likely to find you doing in your office if we 
drop in unexpectedly? Watering all the 
plants in the office 

CAROLYN PODRUCHNY, GRADUATE 

PROGRAM DIRECTOR. 

Q: What do you like to do most on your 
days off of w ork? 

A: Save the world from dastardly foes and 
certain catastrophes. 

Q:What is your favourite television show? 
A: Justice League. 

Q:What is your favourite on-campus place 
to eat? 
A: I don't need to eat because my brocelets 
make me impervious to starvation. 

Q:What should incoming students know 
about you? 
A: The red boots hurt. 

Q: What's one thing most students 
probably don't know about you, t hat your 
friends outside of York do? 
A: My Lasso of Truth keeps breaking. 

Q: If you could meet anyone, dead or alive, 
who would it be and why? 
A: Unda Carter because of her earnestness. 

Q: What do you like most about your job? 
A: I can wear a tiara. 

Q: What part of your job annoys you t he 

most? 
A: I can wear a tiara. 

Q: Describe your office space using only 7 
words: 

A: Just, ethical, free from evil, peaceful, 
feminist, haven 

Q: What is the strangest thing we are most 
likely to find you doing in your office if we 

drop in unexpectedly? 
A: Signing a controct with a Hollywood 
studio 

3 
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Will Stos, This Year's Teaching 
Development Graduate 
Assistant, Comes to th e 
Rescu e! 

Welcome incoming MAs and PhDs and welcome 
back everyone else. As your incoming teaching 
development graduate assistant (TDGA) for 
2009-2010, I'd like to thank Document's editors 
for giving me a soapbox to promote what I hope 
will be another successful year ofTA workshops 

in the history department. 
Jointly operated by the Centre for the Support 
of Teaching a nd the faculty of Graduate Studies, 
the TDGA program is designed to facilitate 
teaching development and excellence at the 
departmental level. In addition to providing 
peer support for new and returning TAs alike, 
the TDGA is charged with organizing at least five 
hours of discipline-specific workshops 
throughout the school year. 
These workshops are an opportunity for you to 
meet your fellow teaching assistants from 
different courses across the program, to 
develop skills that will assist you in your 
teaching duties both now and in the future, and 
to help you fulfill the discipline-specific 
requirements of the university teaching 
practicum (UTP) (see sidebar) . 
The first workshop of the year, "Everything I 
Ever Wanted To Know About Being A History TA 
But Was Afraid To Ask," on Sept. 17 at 2:30 in 
the Common Room (Vari Hall Rm 2183) is 
designed especially for graduate students 
teaching for the first time ever or at least the 
first time at York. This workshop will bring 
together some experienced TAs to provide you 
will some valuable advice about being a TA in 

history. 
From marking and grading strategies, to 
generating class discussion, to detecting 
academic dishonesty, to dealing with students 
outside of the classroom, this workshop will 
give you a primer on be ing a history TA at York. 
Returning TAs are encouraged to attend to 
share their experiences and graduate students 
who are not currently TAs but may become TAs 

in the future are also welcome and encouraged 
to attend . 
Other planned workshops this year will cover 
topics as varied as equity issues in and outside 
the classroom, compiling a stand-out teaching 
dossier, and the role TAs play in the ever
developing and evolving history curriculum at 
York. 
But I also need to hear from you. As TAs, and 
especially as new TAs, what professional 
development workshops would help you and 
make your teaching experience most fulfilling? 
Are there obstacles you are confronting in your 
role as a TA that merit a wider discussion or 
have you found some excellent techniques to 
facilitate your tutorials that you think other TAs 
should know about? Please tell me and I' ll be 
happy to try to modify the line-up this year's of 

workshops to incorporate your suggestions. 
Don't hesitate to contact me (wstos@yorku.ca) 
if you have any questions or comments about 
my role as TDGA or to ask about what resources 
are available to you at as History TA at York. 
Have a wonderful and enriching year, and I 
hope to see you at the workshops. 

BY: WILL STOS 

mailto:wstos@yorku.ca
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"OR ElSE, WHAT?" Dagomar looks like he'll make 
good on his threat in this photo, taken by our 
photographer Karlee 

DAGOMAR T HREATENS 

INCOMING STUDENTS: 

"NEW FRONTIERS O R 

ELSE!" 

By: Dagomar Degroot 

Beginning this article with a welcome to all our 
new graduate students would doubtless be the 
appropriate thing to do. Instead I'll open with a 
threat: SUBMIT A PAPER TO NEW FRONTIERS 
OR ELSE! Okay, maybe not (though Raph and 
Funke, my colleagues in running the 
conference, pack a mean punch) . But if you 
don't submit a paper to the conference out of 
trepidation, do so because New Frontiers offers 
you an excellent opportunity to meet people in 

your field, buttress your CV, and learn skills that 
will serve you well within or outside of 
academia. 

New Frontiers is, of course, our annual 
graduate history conference, run by and largely 
for graduate students. The purpose behind it is 

simple: to offer those just entering our 
discipline a chance to present a paper in the 

welcoming environment of your own 
department, largely in front of your own peers. 
You don't (necessarily) need to submit a 

magnum opus; the idea is simply that you learn 

or refine the ability to give a paper at a 
conference. The chance to meet and learn from 
other graduate students from across the region 
is probably the best part of the conference, to 
say nothing of the speakers chosen for their 

impact on the discipline. Finally, it goes without 
saying (though I'll say it anyway) that a 
conference paper looks great on a CV for grant 
application. 

This year the conference will be held in 
the last weekend of Reading Week (February 
18th to the 20th) . Brief, one-page (double 
spaced) proposals are to be submitted to 

yorknewfrontiers@gmail.com for approval by 
November 16. 

PREVIEW OF 20 09/2010 
GRAD HISTORY EVENTS 

• HISTORIAN'S CRAFT 
LECTURE SERIES 

• OGS/SSHRC 

WORKSHOPS 


• MRP/COMPS 

WORKSHOPS 


• HOLIDAY PARTY 

• ENO-OF-YEAR PARTY 

• NEW FRONTIERS 

• TDGA WORKSHOPS 

• GHSA MEETINGS 

• GHSA BOOK SALE 

S 


mailto:yorknewfrontiers@gmail.com
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oocumC!nT 
C!OJTO~! SHaKe! 
THrnms UI!I, a 
UTTLC! lifT. 

This year's editors decided to make the 

first issue of Document primarily geared 

to incoming students. They're calling it 
an 'Orientation Edition.' Their message 
to their tens of tens of readers is to fret 
not! Document will be returning to 
many of its regular features in the next 

issue, including: 

• 	 'What's your Dissertation really 
about?" 

• 	 Short stories and television show 
analyses by contributors 

• 	 Research trip reports by our 
colleagues in the field 

• 	 Exposes on the Comps process 

But the new editors also decided to try 

something new. They plan to include a 
section on "What's Your M.R.P About?" 

in an attempt to get more Master's 
students to contribute to this wonderful 
newsletter. In fact, they already tricked 

many of them into doing so by telling 

them their funding will be reduced if 

they don't contribute to the orientation 
edition. Thus, this edition introduces you 
to many incoming MA and PhD students. 
It will reveal all about their lives and 

dreams, their MRP topics and tentative 

theses, and leave no one (except those 

who didn't respond to the editor's 

emails) an excuse to be shy or alone at 
t he Orientation after-party. 

Tips for Meeting New and Old Grad 
Students: 

1. 	 Before heading to the Orientation 

Party, read and study Document's 
feature on incoming students. 

2. 	 Go to the orientation party 
3. 	 Find someone who looks like a 

Graduate Student. 
4. 	 Say Hello 

5. 	 Exchange Names and Shake 

Hands 
6. 	 Say "Oh, yes! I remember you 

from Document's Orientation 
Edition ... What a great idea that 
was!" 

7. 	 Be prepared to ask and answer 

one the following questions 
about 50 times a day for the first 
month: 

• 	 "What's your area of 
specialization ?" 

• 	 "Who is your supervisor?" 
• 	 "What will your 

M.R.P/Dissertation focus 
on?" * 

* You may not know the answer to this question for 

another 6 to 24 months. Just stick with what pops into 
your head. For tips, see Pg.l1 for a list of buzz words 
that will make you sound smart without actually saying 
anything substantial about your proposed topic 
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M EET THE 
INCOMING 
GRADUATE 
STUDENT S! 
Marcus Kapusta (MA) 
Greetings my fellow MA students and 
professors, I've been asked to give a brief 
description of myself, so here's the run down 
on Marcus Kapusta. I'm 28 years old and I 
received my Honours Degree from York 
University in 2005. I've always loved history and 
being able to go back to start my Master's 
degree is pretty much the happiest moment in 
my life! Aside from History, I also enjoy nature, 
architecture, discussing politics and playing X
box (hey, I can't be studious all the time!) 

Johnathan Knight (MA) 

I have spent the past two years working as a 
community worker on the north side of the 
Jane & Finch Corridor. Through a local church 
and in partnership with local schools, I oversaw 
after school programs with an emphasis on 
tutoring, youth basketball house leagues, a 
mentorship program, as well as an internship 
program for college students to spend their 
summers mentoring kids and working in our 
programs. Aside from the programmatic efforts, 
I spent innumerable hours chilling with 
youth, having dinners with them and going on 
trips . 

During my undergraduate studies at York, I co
founded a grassroots group called DEEDZ, which 
continues to mobilize students to visit the 
downtown homeless community . In this next 
chapter of my life, I plan to focus in on 
academic study surrounding the intersection of 
faith and politics in America . American History 
has had faith driven figures who have 
beautifully expressed their faith in the political 
realm; however, in my opinion that has not 

been the case in recent decades and so I hope 
to understand that more deeply. I am married, I 
love basketball and I think Howard Zinn is a 
really cool historian . 

Mike Taylor (MA) 
Hi! My name is Mike Taylor, I'm 25 years old 

and hail from the Montreal suburb of 
Greenfield Park. I completed my B.A. in history 
at Bishop's University in Lennoxville, Quebec, 
and am very excited to get back to the books 
after two years outside of academia . In my 
time off I've made a point of visiting new places 
and trying new things - this has led me to 
working for a bank in Montreal, planting trees 
across Canada and teaching English and 
traveling in Asia. It's in this same spirit of 
searching out new experiences that I'm very 
excited to be moving to Toronto for the first 
time, and can't wait to discover all that 
Canada's major metropolis has to offer. 
Looking forward to meeting everyone! 

j .... 

Eve Seni (MA); I'm Eve Seni. I Grew up in Paris 
and about 9 years ago I moved to Toronto. 
Consequently my first name is pronounced in 
French, [Ev] (it's like 'ever' without the 'r' part), 
this small detail has lead to some very 
interesting variants of my name including Iby, 
Evel, Evan and many other scary ones. I went to 
Glendon and now I'm looking forward to 
study Ancient History. As for my likes, I pretty 
much love everything Indie ... music, movies, 
art, everything. 

1 
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Rachel Jonsson (MA): Hi my name is Rachel and 
I graduated from the University of Ottawa in 
December. 
I am originally from the GTA and am looking 

forward to returning to Toronto to complete my 
Masters. I spent some time this summer 
traveling throughout Europe 
visiting all the sites I spent 4 years learning 
about, it was an amazing experience. I can't 
wait to get back to school and start working on 

my area of interest which is Eastern European 
immigration to New York City's Lower East 
Side and Toronto's Kensington Market at the 
turn of the 20th century. 

Ashlee Bligh (MA): My name is Ashlee Bligh and 

I am 25 years old. I live in Pickering with my 
fiance, Andrew, who is a part-time student at U 
of T. I completed my undergraduate degree at 
York, as a History major and Women's Studies 
minor. I decided to stay at York to pursue my 
Master of Arts degree for several reasons. First, 
I had the chance to work with so many 
wonderful people at York as an undergrad-from 
Professors and TA's to library and 
administrative staff. Second, York's Graduate 
History program has an excellent reputation. 
Finally, I chose York because I am confident that 
here I will be best able to pursue my research 
interests-women's healthcare and violence 
against women in late-medieval and early 
modern England. An interesting fact about me: I 
am a descendant of Admiral William Bligh. I do 
not base this claim purely on my last name-we 
have documented proof:) He is best known as 
Captain Bligh of the infamous HMS Bounty. 
Captain Bligh was once portrayed by one of my 
favourite actors, Anthony Hopkins. When I am 
not being a student, I enjoy spending time with 
my family and friends, knitting, exercising, 
reading gossip magazines, watching movies, the 
Discovery channel...and reality TV. I also try to 
participate as much as possible in events in and 
around York that both raise consciousness 
about violence against women and raise money 
for emergency shelters and rape crisis centers 
in the GTA. 

Sarah Hogenbirk (MA) 
Hi there ! Originally from Sudbury, I have spent 

my last four years here at York. I enjoyed my 
last four years at York and am looking forward 
to working 
with both new and familiar faces. Interested in 
Canadian women's history, my MRP will 
examine portrayals of women in the Canadian 
armed forces during the Second World War. An 
avid reader, I also enjoy going for long walks, 
drinking/going out for coffee and baking. Given 
that I love chocolate, a lot 
of the items that I bake tend to have chocolate 
in them. I like to try new recipes, so please feel 
free to send any recipes my way. 

Francesca D'Amico (PhD) : My name is 

Francesca D'Amico and I am an incoming PhD 
student interested in 20th century American 
History. My dissertation work will focus on the 
socio-political function of African American 
music in relation to black racial politics (Black 
Power), and issues of victimization and 
resistance plaguing black urban communities . 
This project will follow the evolution of Soul and 
Funk music, as well as the genesis of Hip Hop 
music, each as a 'consciousness raising' 
expression of black urban culture. Given my 
earlier musical education and skill in vocal jazz, 
blues, and soul, I am especially excited at the 
prospect of tackling both my historical and 
musical interests in such an interdisciplinary 
fashion. 

Jared Ross (MA) 
Having spent 5 years in exile on the East Coast, 
I'm ready to return to the centre of the 
universe. Originally from Ottawa, I attended 
Mount Allison University located in Sackville, 
New Brunswick. Sackville is a massive 
metropolis of around 5,000 people, all of whom 
seem to know each other. I spent 4 summers in 
Kingston at a national historical site, dressing up 
in 40 pounds of wool and playing the bagpipes. I 
suppose that contributed to my love of British 
colonial, military and cultural history. I'm 
excited to move to the big city and take 
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advantage of all the opportunities that York and 
Toronto will provide. 

John Wat son (MA): Hello, my name is Joh n 
Watson from Edmonton, Alberta. I am 
interested in the intersection between music, 
technology, and social/political upheaval in 
Latin America. I am going to attempt to discover 
something about this incredibly broad topic and 
see where it takes me. I am very relieved to be 
back in school after performing menial labor 

jobs for the past 3 years trying to get the hell 
out of Edmonton for as long as possible. Along 
the way I managed to land a wonderful lady 
who I married and had an incredibly precocious 
little boy with (not necessarily in that order). 
Although the joy of being a parent briefly 

overshadowed my crappy job as a truck driver, I 
quickly realized that if I didn't want to become a 
Klein-loving, private-health care-supporting, 
pickup truck-driving, raging hick I better get 
back onto a university campus where I belong. I 
look forward to meeting ya'ii. 

David Reid (MA): Hello, I'm Dave. I am coming 
to York from Nova Scotia, where I did my 
Undergrad at Dalhousie. My research will focus 
on Latin America in the twentieth century. I 
love food and the outdoors and I am looking 
forward to the coming year at York. 

Kathryn White (MA): Hi everyone! Born and 
raised in Toronto, I stayed in the city to go to 
Glendon College for my B.A. in History and 
Canadian Studies. York seemed to be a good fit 

for my M.A. because of its concentration on 
social history and the great experiences I had as 
an undergrad. My research will focus on 
Canadian women's history in the twentieth 
century, specifically women's activism in the 
1950s and/or women's academic history. In my 

spare time, I try to fill the (many) gaps in my 
knowledge of Canadian history. I also enjoy 
travelling, spending time with friends and 
family, watching classic movies or watching 

such thought-provoking programs as Gossip Girl 
and The Hills. I look forward to meeting you all! 

Anna Astolfi (MA): My name is Anna Astolfi, 
and I'm not a lumberjack, or a fur-trader. I don't 
live in an igloo. I have a Prime Minister, not a 
president. I believe in peacekeeping not 
policing, diversity not assimilation, and that the 
beaver is a truly proud and noble animal. I AM 
CANADIAN! LOL. I graduated from York in 2008 
with degrees in history and education and, if 

you haven't guessed by the little intra that I 
borrowed (not plagiarized) from Molson, my 
focus has been, and continues to be, Canadian 
History! I'm self-proclaimed nerd - (like books, 
action movies, video games, and I practically 
live at the ROM. Since I don't know what else to 

say, I shall end my paragraph here. I hope we all 
have a great year, and I'm sure we'll ru n into 
each other in the classrooms or library where 
we'll be detained for the next year. Cheers! 

Daniel Gallagher Ross (MA): I grew up in 
Toronto and was an undergraduate at the U of 
T. During my degree I managed to spend a year 
on exchange in England and also worked in 
France for while. I liked France enough that I 
moved there after graduation and spent two 
more years teaching English and learning this 
and that (when there wasn't a strike on). York 
attracted me because of its strength in 
Canadian history and its reputation for 
embracing new and different ways of learning. 
I'm currently interested in Canadian 
identities, migration, Canada's links to Europe 
and the British empire and 20th century 
Canadian political history. I enjoy reading, 
travelling, the outdoors and big bowls of Pho. 

Maria Wong (MA): "Hi everyone! My name is 
Maria Wong and though I most recently lived in 
Ottawa, I consider home to be beautiful B.C. 
graduated from st. Thomas University with an 
honours BA in History and the University of 
New Brunswick with an Education degree. 

I 
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Because of my familial roots in Latin America, 
and specifically in Nicaragua, my research 

interests lie within this area and include social 

movements and gender. A self-proclaimed 

geek, my hobbies include learni ng stuff, 
spending entire days in museums, and intense 
games ofTrivial Pursuit. I'm also a huge animal 
lover (I have one dog) and I enjoy Italian food, 
the Daily Show, and yoga . I look forward to 

meeting you all!" 

Katrina Keefer (PhD): Katrina hails from 
Peterborough, Ontario and Trent University, so 
coming to York is a bit of a change. It seems the 
order of the day however for this Classical 
Studies undergrad-turned-Africanist, so nothing 
too out of the ordinary for her. Katrina has gone 

from adoring the late Roman republic/early 
Roman empire to a Master's thesis on the 
classical allusions in W.E.B. Du Bois's work, and 
now hopes to study Religious Syncretism in 
1830's Liberia - how she got here is a strange 
tale to be sure. Katrina's interests range from 
archery to an undying love of sushi. She's even 
known to share her sushi with her beloved 
feline companions, though her husband tends 
to sigh when she does. 

Historical 'Fact': York graduate students had 
more office space in 1980 than they do now, 
despite the smaller size of our computers. 

Other incoming students, who did not 
provide any in/ormation and who are 
now required to submit something to 
Document's next issue: 

Ainsworth, Michael William 
Bailey, Timothy James 
Bingham, Tomas Liam 
Bluteau, Madeleine 
Brown, Ellen Kimberly 
Brule, Mathieu 
Buscemi, Joseph Andrew 
Caple, Heather Mary 
Chartrand, Madeleine Jane 
Owens 
Fernandes, Gilberto De Oliveira 
Finos, Aaron Marc 
Gamble, Adrian David 
Gaudio, Gino F 
Grafos, Christopher Elliot 
Graham, Robyn Theresia Susan 
Gunn, Jeffrey David 
Hassum, Jennifer Ashley 
Hug, Angela Grace 
Little, Paul Michael 
Morris, Ronald Douglas 
Oliveira, Vanessa Dos Santos 
Ostiguy, Tara Elaine 
Robinson , Amanda Lynn Dane 
Romano, Angela 
Vi, Sun-Kyung 
Viga, Harriet NaYlga . 

\0 
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TURunTU, CITY un 
HHILL? 
By Ian Milligan 

What's In The City? 

Welcome to Toronto, capital city of 
Ontario, jewel of the aptly-named Greater 
Toronto Area, and just barely home of York 
University. Depending on where you come 
from, it can be an overwhelming change - be it 
in the length of commutes (my five minute walk 
to my undergraduate university turned into a 45 
minute train/bus combo), the isolation of the 

Keele campus in several respects, or the sheer 
size of things. A good way to think of Toronto is 
that it is a city of neighbourhoods, such as the 
Annex, Seaton Village, Roncesvalles, Parkdale, 
High Park, Leslieville, the Beaches or Riverdale. 
Each has a distinctive feel to it, and each has its 
pros and cons. Many of them hold street 
festivals throughout the year, and I strongly 
encourage people to go check them out. While 
some are publicized, others are simply 
stumbled across. 

Toronto is well known for its campanillsmo 

Libraries Around the City 

Let's start with the most basic, boring, 
and useful thing for your work at York: libraries. 
The Scott Library (York University) will be the 
go-to location for most, due to long-term 

borrowing privileges and general accessibility to 
on-campus students. Other libraries exist, 

however, and will help alleviate the pressure on 
Scott's limited book collection. 

The obvious go to library in Toronto is 
the Robarts Library (University of Toronto), 
which is located at 140 St. George St, a few 
blocks south of the St. George Subway Stn. 
With over ten million books, there's a good 
chance the book you want is theoretically 
located at the Robarts library, despite the 
occasional lapses in re-shelving and missing 
books. As a York graduate student, you'll qualify 
for external borrower status. Simply bring your 
YU-Card to the external borrowing desk 
(located just inside the ground floor doors next 
to the circulation desk) and you'll have a 

borrowing card . 

Robarts library. Offering the best in Ornithological aesthetics. 

Other important libraries are part of the 
Toronto Public Library system. The centerpiece 
of this is the Toronto Reference Library (789 
Yonge St., 1 block north of the Yonge-Bloor 
intersection) . Books do not circulate at the 
reference library, which makes it a wonderful 
place to catch up on course readings if you can't 

find them at Scott or Robarts. Your local library 
branch is also a wonderful resource, as you can 
order books to be delivered from anywhere in 
the system to your local branch. This got me 
through comprehensive exams without any 
trouble, at least in the Canadian field. 

Green Places in the City 

A common complaint I've heard about 
Toronto is that it's a concrete city and doesn't 

If 
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have the outdoor resources that other cities 
have. It's true in the sense that the countryside 
is pretty far away, but there are tons of things 
to do. 

Close to home is the York's own Maloca 
Community Garden, across the road from Stong 
and behind the baseball diamonds. An organic 
garden maintained by interested members of 
the York community, a number of history 
students have found this a relaxing and tasty 
activity on the York campus. 

Downtown, check out the waterfront 
we do have one - especially a hidden gem of a 
public park beyond the wall of condominiums 
just south of Queen's Quay West. The easiest 
way to get down to the waterfront and find this 
park is to take the subway to Union Station and 
then hop the 509 streetcar south to the 'Ferry 
Docks' streetcar station. You can also explore 
High Park, located near the eponymous subway 
stop . An awesome park, complete with a small 
animal farm and a trackless train that takes kids 
around, it's a great place for a picnic, a walk or 
for a lazy afternoon by the pond. Once you're in 
the centre of the park, you'll feel like you're 
outside the city. Finally, the Beaches is a 
beautiful strip of shopping and beach located 
south of Queen Street East - take the Queen 
streetcar (SOl) east from the Yonge subway to 
Woodbine avenue. 

Thoreau would be proud 

How To Get Around 

My space is limited so I'll conclude with 
some brief tips on how to navigate the city, 
especially if you're relatively new to a large 
mass transit system. You'll probably find 

yourself using the streetcars, buses and rapid 
transit of the Toronto Transportation 

Commission (TIC). Cash fare is $2.75, but 
tokens can be purchased in groups of five or ten 
at a price of 5 for $11.25 or 10 for $22.50. 
Frequent users may want to buy a Metropass, 
available through York for $96.00/month or a 
day pass which is $9.00. 

The 196 - the slowest rocket around . 

York University is located near the 
Downsview Subway Station, with a frequent 
express bus connector - the 196 York University 
Rocket. The 196B (indicated on the sign) goes to 
Sheppard/Yonge station after stopping at 
Downsview. It's about a 10-15 minute bus ride, 
but apparently the bus-only lanes should make 
this a consistent ride of ten minutes (right now 
in rush hour it can take much, much longer) . 

One final tip: make sure to get a 
transfer when you start your trip! 

Best wishes with your time here! 

Apparently City Hall is supposed to look like an eye from above, 
It' s to say to aliens ' we see you', 
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DRINKING HOLES 
For the orientation issue, we at Document decided to 


review four pubs in Toronto and explore their relative 


merits. 


Paupers' Pub 

Location: 539 Bloor, east of Bloor and Bathurst. 

Patrons: Styled as a 'warm' pub, patrons range f rom 


students to the 'mature' crowd. 

The Good: Roohop Patio, spacious interior, $.25 wings 


during sporting events. 


The Bad: No pitchers except during sports games, terrible 

service. 


Price: $$$$ 


The Absynthe Pub 

Location: Deep in the bowels of Winters' College. 

Patrons : Students. What else did you expect?! 

The Good: Close to seminar rooms and good for quick 

'break time beers', large patio, independently operated 

your spending isn't going straight to Sodexo's 


share ho lders . 

The Bad: qu ite popular in the evening - expect a line. 

Occasional and unexp lained odours that seep up from the 

ground. Very strict about identification, intoxication, etc. 


Price: $$ 


If everyone knows your name, you might need some help 


The Green Room 

Location: The Alleyway behind Bloor and Brunswick. 

Patrons: Students, artists, pseudo-artists, backpackers . 

The Good: $13 pitchers of 'premium' beer, very cheap 

food, friendly patrons and staff 

The Bad: Questionable beer quality. Very questionable 

food quality. Mouldy bathrooms. 


Price: $ 


Hoops Sports Bar and Grill 

Location: 4207 Keele, between The Pond and Murray Ross 

Patrons: Avid sports fans 

The Good: 10000 televisions, so you can simu ltaneously 

watch hockey, baseball, basketball, cricket, soccer, 

bowling, golf, football, swimming, show jumping, other 


baseball, and Aussie rules football . 

The Bad : If you don't love sports, this bar has nothing for 


you. Its usually empty too, so don't plan on making friends 


except with Vince Carter. 


Price: $$$ 


Words and Phrases Commonly Uttered 
by Graduate Students in Seminars 
[checklist for first week of seminars 
see how many you can qet!] 

0 Discourse 
0 Agency 
0 Structure 

0 Performativity 

0 Social Construct 
0 Meta-narrative 

0 Hegemony 
0 Liberal Order 

0 Respectability 

0 Indigenous methodologies 

0 Governmentality 

0 Panoptic gaze 

0 Thompsonian 
0 'Othering' 
0 Subaltern 
0 Deconstruction 

0 Post-modern 

0 Public/private spheres 

0 Counterpublics 
0 Heteronormative 

0 Intertextuality 
0 Overdetermined 

0 Paradigm 

0 Problematize 

Mommy, when I grow up can I be heteronormative too? 

\ ~ 
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Graduate History Students' 
((Do's and Don'ts" 
Collective advice on how to survive the perilous 
Graduate History Department at York . Thank 
you to all who submitted advice . 

./ 	Don't expect to get any work done 
in the TA room 

./ Do the Readings, but skim. 

./ Do drink the coffee in 2183, but only 
at your own risk. God knows how 
long it has been sitting there. 

./ Do Attend EVERY Historian's Craft 

./ Don't try to make funny animal 
noises every time your professor 
talks in seminar. It's not endearing, 
no matter how funny you and your 
friends think. It's immature and 
people will start to think there's 
something wrong with you. Trust 
me on this one 

./ Do share notes. It's good karma 

./ Do SUBMITTO DOCUMENT!!!!!!!! 

./ Don't brag about scholarships, it's 
rude. 

./ Do take time away from the books, 
but not too much time. 

./ Don't be afraid 

./ Do start papers early 

./ Don't whine, wine 

./ Do ask for extensions if needed, but 
don't lie about why you need them 

./ Do start taking good notes for 
Comps 

./ Don't think you'll have time to 

reread things 
./ 	Do read book reviews about 

assigned readings, but don't be too 
opinionated in seminar if you only 
read the book review 

./ 	Don't win friends with salad 

./ 	Do go for drinks with your 

supervisor, don't get more drunk 
than your supervisor 

facebook.~ 
 ! 

Facebook Statuses of the 
Summer 
Over the summer, the editors of Document have put 

endless hours into scanning Facebook for your 

ingenious statuses to amuse us. Here's a list of the 

best. 

Some Random York History Graduate Student: 

- is a bloatation device . 

- is not called the best colorman in the league for 

nothing. 

- will be drunk, broke, and in Montana for the 

duration of the week. 

- is in serious soccer pain. wow. 

- is stunned by the incompetence of university 

bureaucracy. 

- needs five more pages ... 

- hates power outages that last for hours when he has 

spoilable food and an urge to watch more Murder She 

Wrote DVDs. This is Hydro One's way to force me to 

go the the library, right? Mission accomplished . 

- Remembers a time, way back in her youth, when 

she could sit and go through boxes, reels and files for 

hours without end ... Those days are gone. Where did 

her stamina go? 

- is eating Old Dutch ketchup chips. I'm home! 

- is momming it up and gladly! 

- is alive, enjoying the summer, and actually working 

on his dissertation. 

- strike fund in great shape I heard ... 

- hates grouse . 

- spent the afternoon hauling gravel - now she has an 

herb garden in a barrel. She is very very tired. 

- is listening to ACIDC.. it's been too long. 

- 's computer is completely dry. His shirt and pants on 

the other hand are soaked . Splish'n'splash archives ... 

where is summer!?! 

- Is working. By which she means, reading emails 

and looking at stuff on the internet. But she is at her 

computer with piles of work around her .. . pretty close 

to working. 

- is bartending at an event for naturopathic doctors. 

Does that sound weird to you too? 

- "There are so many blogs that I don't know exist on 

the internet" - overheard in Toronto 


Disappointed that your genius wit was not 

represented in this list? Add Brian or Angela to 

Facebook and write lots of statuses. Otherwise we 

will have to make them up, and they won't be funny. 


\ 
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